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Total energy partitioning within a one-electron formalism: A Hamilton
population study of surface–CO interaction in the c „232…-CO/
Ni„100… chemisorption system

Wingfield V. Glassey, Garegin A. Papoian, and Roald Hoffmanna)

Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853-1301

~Received 28 December 1998; accepted 6 April 1999!

A scheme for total electronic energy partitioning within the framework of a one-electron theory of
the extended Hu¨ckel-type is presented, with a view to extending and augmenting the capabilities of
existing theoretical electronic structure analysis tools, specifically overlap population analysis. A
total electronic energy partitioning is developed first for molecular and subsequently extended
materials. In constructing the partitioning, we define molecular orbital Hamilton populations
~MOHP’s! for discrete systems, and Crystal Orbital Hamilton Populations~COHP’s! for extended
systems. The various energy partitionings and overlap population analyses are exemplified and
contrasted for HX~X5F,Cl,Br!, ethane, and a@PtH4#

22 polymer. The utility of energy partitioning
is demonstrated by effecting a COHP partitioning of the surface–CO interaction for thec~232!-CO/
Ni~100! chemisorption system. Aspects of the surface–CO interaction less amenable to overlap
population analysis are addressed, specifically the role of energetically low-lying filled CO orbitals
and the relative contributions of surfaces, p, and d bands to surface–CO interaction. Hamilton
population analysis leads to a CO~4s, 5s!–metal forward donation, metal–CO~2p* ! backdonation
model for the surface–CO interaction. The metals contribution to surface–CO bonding is described
as sp dominated metalspd hybrid–CO bonding, modifying slightly the metald–CO s bonding
model proposed by Blyholder. The metal d-2p* backdonation of the Blyholder model remains. The
role of the CO~1p! orbitals is also discussed in the context of CO orbital mixing on binding CO to
the Ni~100! surface. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!30325-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most of the electronic energy of a molecule resid
within the individual atoms, the contribution arising fro
bonding interactions between atoms accounting for typica
a few percent of the total electronic energy of the syste
Yet bonding between atoms remains the focus of atten
for chemists, materials scientists, and physicists alike.

The goals of the present study are~1! The development
of a theoretical framework for total energy partitioning
extended materials, based on a simple tight binding mode
the extended Hu¨ckel-type. The approach adopted close
parallels that presented previously by Dronskowski a
Blöchl1 within a density functional theory framework;~2! To
understand how energy partitioning and overlap popula
analysis of electron distribution are related and to exam
the extent to which energy partitioning can augment the
pabilities of overlap population analysis.

The energy partitioning formalism developed in th
work for extended systems permits localization, in dire
space, of orbital interactions. Orbital interactions within t
unit cell and between unit cells become separable — a fea-
ture not inherent in previous energy partitioning schemes
extended materials.1 Thus it is possible to address the vali
ity of surface–molecule bonding analogies such as that

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
rh34@cornell.edu
8930021-9606/99/111(3)/893/18/$15.00
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sented in this and previous work for Ni–CO interaction
molecular@H5NiCO#2 and CO chemisorbed ‘‘on-top’’ on a
Ni~100! surface.2

We begin by reformulating the molecular energy par
tioning scheme derived by Dronskowski3 within an extended
Hückel framework. We define the molecular orbital Ham
ton population~MOHP! — the discrete analog of the term
crystal orbital Hamilton population~COHP! introduced pre-
viously by Dronskowski and Blo¨chl.1 The valence orbital
based MOHP formulation is then recast into energy pa
tioning schemes based on atomic contributions — the ana
of the one- and two-center or ‘‘atom-bond’’ partitioning d
veloped by Popleet al. within a CNDO framework,4 and
molecular fragment energy contributions.

Both atom-based ‘‘atom-bond’’ and molecular fragmen
based energy partitionings are chemically intuitive. Molec
lar fragment based energy partitioning schemes embrace
‘‘functional group’’ concept of reactivity in allowing elec
tronic structure changes resulting from a structural chang
be localized in one or more molecular fragments.

We proceed by deriving extended structure analogs
the orbital, atom, and fragment based energy partitioni
presented for molecular systems and conclude the theore
section with a discussion on the utility of energy partitioni
with fragment orbital basis sets. Applications to chemic
bonding in discrete and extended systems are interspe
with the theory. As an illustration of the unique capabiliti
of this new analytical tool, we examine aspects of Ni–C
il:
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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interaction for the prototypical, and well characterized, C
transition metal chemisorption systemc~232!–CO/
Ni~100!.5–14

II. TOTAL ELECTRONIC ENERGY PARTITIONING IN
MOLECULAR SYSTEMS

Consider a one-electron effective Hamiltonian form
ism, such as the extended Hu¨ckel method.15,16 For a valence
orbital basis$fn% within the LCAO approximation the wave
functions~molecular orbitals! c i are given by

c i5(
n

cn ifn , wherê fnufn&51 for alln. ~1!

The ith eigenvalue for the system is

Ei5^c i uĤuc i&, ~2!

and the total electronic energy,Etot for the molecular system
is given by Eq.~3! for a set of molecular orbital occupation
$ni%,

Etot5 (
MO’s

i

ni Ei . ~3!

The total molecular electronic energy can be expres
as a sum over Hamiltonian matrix elements~see, for ex-
ample, Ref. 17!. Substituting Eqs.~1! and~2! in Eq. ~3! gives

Etot5 (
MO’s

i

ni H(
m

ucm i u2Hmm1(
m

(
nÞm

cm i* cn iHmnJ , ~4!

where^fmuĤufn&5Hmn5Hnm* .
Equation~4! is an energy partitioning. It is constructiv

to identify terms in Eq.~4! as ‘‘on-site’’ and ‘‘off-site’’ total
energy contributions, as defined by Dronskowski a
Blöchl.1 Equations~5! and ~6! define, respectively, the on
site total energy contribution for themth basis function, to be
called hereafter MOHPm m and the off-site total energy con
tribution for themth andnth basis functions, MOHPm n . The
term Molecular Orbital Hamilton Population~MOHP! is here
introduced as the molecular analogue of Dronskowski
Blöchl’s Crystal Orbital Hamilton Population~COHP! for
extended systems,1

MOHPm m 5 (
MO’s

i

ni ucm i u2 Hmm , ~5!

MOHPm n 5 (
MO’s

i

ni$cm i* cn iHmn1cm icn i* Hnm%. ~6!

The electronic energy~4! can be written as a sum ove
on-site and off-site MOHP’s as follows:

Etot5(
m

MOHPm m 1
1

2 (
m

(
nÞm

MOHPm n . ~7!

In obtaining Eq.~7! a specific form for the molecula
Hamiltonian has not been invoked. Thus the energy dec
position scheme is applicable to all theoretical methods
lizing an atom localized basis set, and a one-electron form
ism.
-

-

d

d

d

-
i-
l-

III. MOLECULAR HAMILTON POPULATIONS: AN
EXTENDED HüCKEL APPROACH

Having just presented a somewhat general theoret
framework for total electronic energy analysis in molecu
systems, it proves useful to consider the total electronic
ergy analysis scheme in the context of the extended Hu¨ckel
model. Given the familiar Wolfsberg–Helmholtz approxim
tion of Hmn ,18

Hmn5
k

2
~Hmm1Hnn!Smn5kmnSmn ,

where

Smn5^fmufn& and k51.75. ~8!

Equations~5! and ~6! can be rewritten as

MOHPmm5 (
MO’s

i

ni ucm i u2 Hmm , ~9!

MOHPmn5 (
MO’s

i

2 ni cm i cn i kmn Smn . ~10!

There is in common another use of the Wolfsber
Helmholtz relationship, introduced to counteract the effe
of counterintuitive orbital mixing;19,20 the argument and the
analytical tools devised in this paper are not affected by
modification.

It is seen that the on- and off-site MOHP’s, Eqs.~9! and
~10! respectively, are intimately related to the correspond
on- and off-site Mulliken overlap population’s~MOOP’s!
~Refs. 16 and 21! defined by Eqs.~11! and~12!, respectively,

MOOPmm5 (
MO’s

i

ni ucm i u2, ~11!

MOOPmn5 (
MO’s

i

2 ni cm i cn i Smn . ~12!

Overlap populations can be used, as in the case of M
liken population analysis, to partition the electron distrib
tion,

(
m

MOOPmm1
1

2 (
m

(
nÞm

MOOPmn5N, ~13!

whereN denotes the total number of electrons in the syste

IV. MOHP ANALYSIS OF THE HYDROGEN HALIDES,
HX „X5F,Cl,Br …

MOOP analysis provides a measure of on- and off-s
electron distribution within a molecule. MOHP studies bas
on the energy partitioning~7! may complement and enhanc
chemical interpretation of MOOP analyses of electron dis
bution. Consider, for example, bonding in the series of h
drogen halides HX~X5F, Cl, Br!. The extended Hu¨ckel pa-
rameters and HX bond lengths used in the calculations
given in the Appendix.

One point of interest when considering bonding in t
hydrogen halides is the relative contribution of the haloges
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andp orbitals. Comparative MOOP and MOHP analyses
HX bonding are given in Table I. It is important to rememb
that, in general, negative Hamilton populations correspon
stabilizing interactions in contrast to the destabilization
ferred by a negative overlap population. This ‘‘inverse’’ r
lation in sign between Mulliken overlap populations and t
corresponding Hamilton populations is clearly illustrated
Table I.

Fluorine offers the most striking contrast between
results of MOOP and MOHP analyses. MOOP analy
places approximately equal importance on F~s!–H and
F~p!–H interactions, whereas MOHP analysis shows that
proximately 2

3 of the energy of interaction may be attribute
to F~s!–H interaction.

As can be seen from Table I, the discrepancy betw
MOOP and MOHP descriptions of HX interaction is su
stantially reduced for HCl and still further reduced for HB
The convergence of the MOOP and MOHP descriptions
HX bonding on going from HF to HBr may be understood
considering MOHP analysis to be an ‘‘energy-weighte
MOOP analysis. The off-site MOHP and MOOP definition
Eqs.~10! and~12!, respectively, differ only in the factork m n

as defined by Eq.~8!. The ‘‘energy weight’’k m n increases
linearly with increasingHmm andHnn — the diagonal Hamil-
tonian matrix elements,H i i being related to the valence she
ionization potential~VSIP! for the ith atomic ~valence! or-
bital. Hence the difference betweenkHX(s) and kHX( p) de-
creases on going from HF to HBr, as does the discrepanc
the ratio of H–X~s! and H–X~p! contributions to HX bind-
ing. Figure 1 illustrates graphically~by contrasting the ex-
tremes of X5F, Br! the interactions in these HX system
and the very different energies of the F and Br orbitals.

We argue that when one is dealing with heteronuclea
homonuclear interactions involving two or more valence
sis function types~s,p,d,f! with widely separatedH i i ’s on a
particular atomic center, an energy based MOHP anal
becomes the preferred option over a MOOP analysis of e
tron distribution.

V. IMPLEMENTING TOTAL ELECTRONIC ENERGY
ANALYSIS IN MOLECULES: AN EXTENDED
HüCKEL APPROACH

The total electronic energy decomposition scheme~7!
allows for evaluation of orbital-by-orbital contributions t

TABLE I. Comparative OP and HP analyses of halogens andp contribu-
tions to HX bonding for X5F, Cl, Br. The percent contribution of X~p!–H
interactions is given in parentheses.

HF F~s!–H F~p!–H Total

OP 0.247 0.256@51# 0.503
HP/eV 212.91 27.19@36# 220.10

HCl Cl~s!–H Cl~p!–H Total

OP 0.175 0.558@76# 0.733
HP/eV 26.45 213.58@68# 220.03

HBr Br~s!–H Br~p!–H Total

OP 0.131 0.563@81# 0.694
HP/eV 23.66 212.96 @78# 216.62
f
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to
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the total electronic energy of a molecule. Such a sche
does not immediately lend itself to a bond-by-bond analy
of electronic structure — perhaps the most chemically int
tive total energy decomposition scheme. With this goal
mind the following atom- and bond-based scheme is p
posed.

Consider a molecular system for which the valence ba
associated with theith atom is defined by the set of orbita
A ( i ). Equation~7! becomes

Etot5 (
ATOMS

i

(
meA ( i )

MOHPmm

1
1

2
(

ATOMS
i

(
meA ( i )

(
n e A ( i )

nÞm

MOHPmn

1
1

2
(

ATOMS
i

(
ATOMS

j Þ i

(
meA ( i )

(
neA ( j )

MOHPmn . ~14!

For an orthogonal valence basis on each atomic center,
~14! can be simplified to yield Eq.~15! — the MOHP’s
between different valence basis functions on the same ato
center being equal to zero,

Etot5 (
ATOMS

i

(
meA ( i )

MOHPmm

1
1

2
(

ATOMS
i

(
ATOMS

j Þ i

(
meA ( i )

(
neA ( j )

MOHPmn . ~15!

Equation~15! can be expressed in terms of on- and o
site atomic Hamilton populations as defined by Eqs.~16! and
~17!, respectively,

FIG. 1. Molecular orbital diagrams for HBr and HF.
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AHPi5 (
meA ( i )

MOHPmm , ~16!

AHPi j 5 (
meA ( i )

(
neA ( j )

MOHPmn . ~17!

Thus the total electronic energy can be written as

Etot5 (
ATOMS

i

AHPi1
1

2 (
ATOMS

i

(
ATOMS

j Þ i

AHPi j . ~18!

Equation ~18! enables electronic energy distribution
within molecular systems to be analyzed efficiently. For m
lecular systems containing large numbers of atoms, the a
by atom energy decomposition scheme~18! provides an eco-
nomical scheme for localizing and highlighting electron
features of interest.

The atom based scheme~18! can be recast in a form
based on molecular fragments — a fragment being simply
defined as a subset of all atoms in the molecule. Equa
~19! gives the total electronic energy as a sum over intra-
inter-fragment Hamilton populations, as defined by Eqs.~20!
and ~21!, respectively. The setB (m) contains the atoms be
longing to themth fragment as elements

Etot5 (
FRAGS

m

FHPm1
1

2 (
FRAGS

m

(
FRAGS
nÞm

FHPmn , ~19!

FHPm5 (
ATOMS
i eB (m)

AHPi1
1

2 (
ATOMS
i eB (m)

(
ATOMS
j eB (m)

j Þ i

AHPi j , ~20!

FHPmn5 (
ATOMS
i eB (m)

(
ATOMS
j eB (n)

AHPi j . ~21!

TABLE II. AHP analysis for ethane. Symmetry equivalent AHP’s ha
been omitted.
-
m

n
d

VI. FRAGMENT ENERGY PARTITIONING IN ETHANE

At this point in the discussion it is instructive to effect
total energy partitioning for a simple molecule such
ethane. Table II summarizes an AHP analysis of ethane.
on- and off-site AHP’s, as defined by Eqs.~16! and ~17!,
respectively, are equivalently referred to as ‘‘atom’’ an
‘‘bond’’ energy contributions.

The total ‘‘atom’’ and ‘‘bond’’ contributions to the tota
electronic energy of ethane, as calculated within the
tended Hu¨ckel approximation, are given by Eqs.~22! and
~23!, respectively

atom contribution5 (
ATOMS

i

AHPi52 AHP1 1 6 AHP3

52127.74 eV, ~22!

bond contribution5
1

2
(

ATOMS
i

(
ATOMS

j Þ i

AHPi j

5AHP121 6 AHP131 6 AHP16

16 AHP341 6 AHP361 3 AHP38

52122.19 eV. ~23!

Ethane can be partitioned into two CH3 fragmentsA andB
as shown in Table II, the total electronic energy being co
posed of the individual intrafragment FHP’s for the CH3

units, FHPA and FHPB, and an interfragment FHP betwee
the two CH3 units, FHPAB. The FHP’s can, according to Eqs
~20! and~21!, be expressed in terms of AHP’s and are wr
ten,

FHPA5FHPB5AHP1 1 3 AHP3 1 3 AHP131 3 AHP34

52119.1 eV, ~24!

and

FHPAB5AHP121 6 AHP161 3 $2 AHP361 AHP38%

5211.73 eV. ~25!

Note, incidentally, the small positive~repulsive! AHP’s be-
tween carbon and hydrogen atoms attached to the neigh
ing carbon atom and two hydrogen atoms attached to
same or different carbon atoms — the exception being
tiny attractivetrans-H–H interaction.

We proceed next to extended, translationally perio
systems.

VII. DEFINING THE TOTAL ELECTRONIC ENERGY
FOR AN EXTENDED SYSTEM

Consider theith eigenfunction resulting from solution o
the generalized eigenvalue problem~26! for a general point,
k in reciprocal space,

H„k…C5E S„k…C, ~26!

whereE[E(k) andC[C„k… are the matrices containing th
eigenvalues and eigenvectors respectively.H„k… and S„k…
denote, respectively, the Hamiltonian and overlap matric
The ith eigenvalue is given by
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Ei~k!5
^c i~k!uĤuc i~k!&

^c i~k!uc i~k!&
. ~27!

The crystal orbitals,$c i(k)% are generated as a sum ov
a Bloch basis$fm(k)% @Eq. ~28!#. The Bloch sum~29! for
the mth valence~or unit cell! basis function, Um , is defined
as a sum over all lattice vectors,R with reference to an
arbitrary origin or ‘‘home cell’’ within the lattice,

c i~r,k !5(
m

cm ifm , ~28!

fm~r,k !5(
R

Um ~r2R!eik–R. ~29!

On substituting Eqs.~28! and~29! in Eq. ~27! the expres-
sion for theith eigenvalue at a general point,k in reciprocal
space becomes

Ei~k!5
1

^c i~k!uc i~k!& (m (
n

(
R1

(
R2

cm i* cn i

3eik•(R22R1) ^Um ~R1!uĤuUn~R2!&. ~30!

The notation Um (R)[Um (r2R) is introduced to sim-
plify the form of Eq. ~30! and all subsequent expression
The total electronic energy for an extended system~for a
discrete sampling in reciprocal space! is given by Eq.~31!,

Etot5(
keK

(
CO’s

i

Vk ni~k! Ei~k!. ~31!

The total electronic energy~31! is defined as a summa
tion over crystal orbitals~CO’s! — occupancyni(k…, for
each reciprocal space pointk belonging to the discrete setK
— each with an associated weighting,V k. By analogy with
the molecular case described previously the immediate
is to express the total electronic energy~31! as a sum over
Hamiltonian matrix elements@see Eq.~7!#. Substituting Eq.
~30! in Eq. ~31! gives, on performing the change of variab
R5R1 andR85(R22R1),

Etot5(
keK

(
CO’s

i

Vk ni~k!

^c i~k!uc i~k!& H(R eik–R (
R8

(
m

(
n

cm i* cn i

3eik•(R82R)Hmn~R82R!J , ~32!

where we have definedHmn(R82R)5^Um (R)uĤuUn (R
1R8)&. The Hamiltonian matrix element,Hmn(R82R) de-
scribes the interaction between valence basis functionsm

and Un in unit cells defined by the lattice vectorsR and R
1R8, respectively, and is a function of the vector (R8
2R). Thus, on defining the change of variableR95(R8
2R) Eq. ~32! becomes

Etot5(
keK

(
CO’s

i

Vkni~k!

^c i~k!uc i~k!& H(R eik–R (
R9

(
m

(
n

cm i* cn i

3eik – R9
Hmn(R9…J , ~33!

whereHmn(R9)5^Um (0)uĤuUn (R9)& denotes the interaction
between the valence basis function Um (0) in the ‘‘home
cell’’ and Un(R9) in the unit cell defined by the lattice vecto
R9 with respect to the home cell.
.

al

Let us now consider the corresponding expression
the total electronic energy when dealing with normaliz
crystal orbitals. By analogy with the treatment of the Ham
tonian matrix element,̂ c i(k)uĤuc i(k)& presented above
the overlap matrix element,^c i(k)uc i(k)& can be written as

^c i~k!uc i~k!&5(
R

eik–R (
R9

(
m

(
n

cm i* cn i eik–R9
Smn~R9!,

~34!

on definingSmn(R9)5^Um (0)uUn(R9)&.
Thus, on substituting Eq.~34! into Eq. ~33! the normal-

ization condition becomes

(
R9

(
m

(
n

cm i* cn i eik–R9
Smn~R9!51, ~35!

for each reciprocal space point, ke K.
From this point on we shall consider a normalized set

crystal orbitals, for which the expression for the total ele
tronic energy, Eq.~33! is written

Etot5(
keK

(
CO’s

i

Vk ni~k! (
R9

(
m

(
n

cm i* cn i eik–R9
Hmn~R9!

5(
keK

(
CO’s

i

Vk ni~k!H(m (
n

cm i* cn i Hmn~0!.

1 (
R9Þ0

(
m

(
n

cm i* cn i eik – R9
Hmn~R9!J . ~36!

In order to simplify an analysis of the total electronic ener
distribution for the lattice it is desirable to reduce the numb
of intercell (R9Þ0) terms in Eq.~36!. The lattice vectorsR9

are given in Eq.~37! in terms of the primitive lattice trans
lationsa, b, andc for integersa, b, andg,

R95aa1bb1gc. ~37!

The summation overR9 can be partitioned as follows:

(
R9Þ 0

5 (
R9e R1

1 (
R9e R2

, ~38!

on defining the sets of lattice vectorsR1 and R2 by Eqs.
~39! and ~40!, respectively,

R15$a.0,b50,g50%

ø$ integera,b.0,g50%

ø$ integera andb,g.0%, ~39!

R25$a,0,b50,g50%

ø$ integera,b,0,g50%

ø$ integera andb,g,0%. ~40!

The sets of unit cells defined by summing over the sets
lattice vectorsR1 andR2 are illustrated in Fig. 2 for a cubic
crystal system.
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For a set of valence basis functions,$Ui% the summation
over the set of lattice vectorsR2 can be rewritten as a sum
over the setR1 on utilizing Eq. ~41! for all valence~unit
cell! basis functionsm andn,

^Um ~0!uĤuUn ~2R9!&[^Un ~0!uĤuUm ~R9!&* . ~41!

Thus the total electronic energy~36! can be written as a
limited summation over lattice vectorsR9e R1 in accord
with Eq. ~42!,

Etot5(
keK

(
CO’s

i

Vk ni~k!H(m (
n

cm i* cn i Hmn~0!

1 (
R9eR1

(
m

(
n

$cm i* cn i eik–R9
Hmn~R9!

1cm icn i* e2ik–R9
Hmn* ~R9!%J . ~42!

The energy partitioning~42! is applicable to all methods uti
lizing an atom localized basis set and a one-electron form
ism. It is also worth noting that on reducing the double su
mation over lattice vectorsR1 andR2 to a sum overR9e R1,
the total electronic energy can be written as a sum o
Hamiltonian matrix elements which involve one or more v
lence basis functions in the unit cell hereafter referred to
the ‘‘home cell,’’ defined byR950.

VIII. CRYSTAL ORBITAL HAMILTON POPULATIONS
„COHP’S…

In this section the total electronic energy~42! will be
used to define the ‘‘Crystal Orbital Hamilton Populatio
~COHP!,’’ previously introduced by Dronskowski an
Blöchl.1 An intra/intercell energy partitioning follows imme
diately from Eq.~42!. The intracell term from Eq.~42! can
be partitioned into on- and off-site terms according to E
~43!,

(
m

(
n

cm i* cn i ^Um ~0!uĤuUn ~0!&

5(
m

ucm i u2 Hmm~0!1
1

2 (
m

(
nÞm

$cm i* cn i Hmn~0!

1cm icn i* Hnm~0!%, ~43!

FIG. 2. The unit cells defined by„a… the R2 set of lattice vectors~shaded!
and „b… the R1 set of lattice vectors~shaded!, with respect to the lattice
vectors~a,b,c! for a cubic lattice relative to the ‘‘home cell’’~hatched!.
l-
-

r
-
s

.

By analogy with the molecular case@Eqs. ~5! and ~6!# on-
and off-site COHP’s within the home unit cell are defined
Eqs.~44! and ~45!, respectively,

COHPmm~0!5(
keK

Vk (
CO’s

i

ni~k! ucm i u2 Hmm~0!, ~44!

COHPmn~0!5(
keK

Vk (
CO’s

i

ni~k!$cm i* cn i Hmn~0!

1cm icn i* Hnm~0!%. ~45!

On defining the intercell COHP between basis functio
m in the home cell andn in the cell defined by lattice vecto
R ~with respect to the home unit cell! by Eq. ~46!, the total
electronic energy~42! can be expressed as a sum over on-s
intracell, off-site intracell, and intercell COHP’s as defin
by Eqs.~44!, ~45! and ~46!, respectively,

COHPmn~R!5(
keK

Vk (
CO’s

i

ni~k!$cm i* cn i eik–R Hmn~R!

1cm icn i* e2ik – R Hmn* ~R!%. ~46!

Thus the total electronic energy can be partitioned accord
to Eq. ~47!:

Etot5(
m

COHPmm~0!1
1

2 (
m

(
nÞm

COHPmn~0!

1 (
ReR1

(
m

(
n

COHPmn~R!. ~47!

The COHP formulation~47! differs from that of Dron-
skowski and Blo¨chl1 only by treating intercell COHP term
~46! explicitly. The intercell and intracell terms in~47! are
combined in the treatment of Dronskowski and Blo¨chl, re-
sulting in a loss of spatial information beyond the bounds
the home unit cell. The strength of the current COHP form
lation is the ability to localize changes in electronic structu
in real space resulting from a structural change within
unit cell.

IX. A HAMILTON POPULATION STUDY OF THE Pt–Pt
INTERACTION IN `

1
†PtH4‡

22

The mechanics of Hamilton population analysis for e
tended materials may be illustrated by application to a sim
one-dimensional hypothetical polymer. Consider the ch
constructed by stacking square planar@PtH4#22 monomers
in an eclipsed conformation at a separation of 3 Å as illus-
trated in Fig. 3. This system has been studied earlier.2,22

For the sake of simplicity we concentrate ons interac-
tions between platinum atoms. These are determined by t
orbitals on each platinum center, thes, pz , anddz2 valence
orbitals – the chain direction being defined as the z direct
as shown in Fig. 3. Following Eq.~47! the s component of
the Pt–Pt interaction can be written

Es (Pt–Pt)5 (
ReR1

(
meS

(
neS

COHPmn~R!, ~48!
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for the valence orbital setS5$s,pz ,dz2%.
The relatively large Pt–Pt separation of 3 Å effectively

reduces the sum of interactions over lattice vectors Re R1 to
the interaction between Pt orbitals in nearest neighbor c
Thus Eq.~48! can be written

Es (Pt–Pt)5 (
meS

(
neS

COHPmn~1!. ~49!

The results of the Hamilton population analysis are su
marized in Table III along with the results of an analogo
overlap population analysis.

As can be seen on examining Table III, Pt–Pts interac-
tions are composed almost exclusively ofpz–dz2 and, to a
lesser extent,s–pz valence orbital interactions betwee
neighboring Pt centers. Despite a larger physical overlap
the overlap betweens andpz valence orbitals being approx
mately twice that ofpz anddz2 orbitals on adjacent Pt cente
— the Pt–Pts–pz overlap population is calculated to b
;50% of thepz–dz2 overlap population. This is due to
greater degree of mixing between the Ptpz and dz2 bands,
the relatively high energy Pts band ~band center;9 eV!
relegatingsp interactions between neighboring Pt atoms to
minor role in Pt–Pts bonding.

While in general the Hamilton population analysis pa
allels the overlap population analysis in this system, ther
a difference. Note the approximately 2:1 ratio ofpz–dz2 to

FIG. 3. Band structure for̀1 @PtH4#
22. Three of the low-lying Pt–H bonding

bands and the Pt-centereds, px , andpy Pt–H antibonding bands have bee
omitted.

TABLE III. Comparative overlap and Hamilton population analyses
Pt–Pts bonding in`

1 @PtH4#
22.

s component Pt–Pt OP Pt–Pt HP/eV

s–s 20.001 0.01
s–p 0.019 20.25
s–d 0.001 20.01
p–p 0.001 20.01
p–d 0.041 20.70
d–d 20.003 0.07
ls.

-
s

a

-
is

s–pz overlap populations in contrast to the correspond
Hamilton population ratio of approximately 3:1. Both a
proaches give a small repulsivedz2–dz2 interaction, perhaps
smaller than one might have anticipated. Clearly the m
diffuse Pts andp orbitals can participate to a greater exte
in Pt–Pt interaction.

We now continue our development of the formalism f
extended systems.

X. COHP’S: AN EXTENDED Hü CKEL APPROACH

The familiar Wolfsberg–Helmholtz approximation t
Hmn ~Ref. 18! can be used to generate the following on- a
off-site COHP’s, based on Eqs.~44!, ~45!, and ~46! respec-
tively,

COHPmm~0!5(
keK

Vk (
CO’s

i

ni~k! ucm i u2 Hmm , ~50!

COHPmn~R!5(
keK

Vk (
CO’s

i

ni~k!$cm i* cn i eik–R

1cm icn i* e2ik–R% kmn Smn~R!, ~51!

whereHmm is the diagonal matrix element of the molecul
Hamiltonian matrix corresponding to themth valence basis
function, Smn(R)[^Um (0)uUn (R)& and kmn is defined by
Eq. ~8!. COOP analogs, intimately related to the COHP
~50! and ~51! can be formulated within an extended Hu¨ckel
framework, and are given by Eqs.~52! and ~53!, respec-
tively,

COOPmm~0!5(
keK

Vk (
CO’s

i

ni~k! ucm i u2, ~52!

COOPmn~R!5(
keK

Vk (
CO’s

i

ni~k!$cm i* cn i eik–R

1cm icn i* e2ik–R% Smn~R!. ~53!

XI. SCHEMES FOR TOTAL ELECTRONIC ENERGY
PARTITIONING IN EXTENDED SYSTEMS

In this section atom and fragment based energy partiti
ing schemes for extended systems~analogous to those o
Sec. V for molecular systems! are developed.

On definingA ( i ) as the set of valence basis functio
centered on theith atom within the home unit cell, the crysta
orbital partitioning~47! can be recast in the atom-based for

Etot5 (
ATOMS

i

CAHPi~0!1
1

2 (
ATOMS

i

(
ATOMS

j Þ i

CAHPi j ~0!

1 (
ReR1

(
ATOMS

i

(
ATOMS

j

CAHPi j ~R!. ~54!

In the above expression on- and off-site Crystal Ato
Hamilton Populations~CAHP’s!, CAHPi , and CAHPi j , re-
spectively, are defined for an orthogonal valence basis
each atomic center by
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CAHPi~0!5 (
meA ( i )

COHPmm~0!, ~55!

and

CAHPi j ~R!5 (
meA ( i )

(
neA ( j )

COHPmn~R!. ~56!

Again by analogy with the molecular case~see Sec. V!
crystal fragments can be defined — a crystal fragment being
a subset of all atoms in the home unit cell. The total el
tronic energy for an extended system~47! can be expresse
as a sum over intra- and intercrystal fragment Hamil
populations, as defined by Eqs.~58! and ~59!, respectively.
On defining the setB (m) containing the atoms belonging t
themth fragment, the total electronic energy for an extend
material is written,

Etot5 (
FRAGS

m

CFHPm~0!1
1

2 (
FRAGS

m

(
FRAGS
nÞm

CFHPmn~0!

1 (
ReR1

(
FRAGS

m

(
FRAGS

n

CFHPmn~R!. ~57!

CFHPm~0!5 (
ATOMS
i eB (m)

CAHPi~0!

1
1

2 (
ATOMS
i eB (m)

(
ATOMS
j eB (m)

j Þ i

CAHPi j ~0!, ~58!

CFHPmn~R!5 (
ATOMS
i eB (m)

(
ATOMS
j eB (n)

CAHPi j ~R!. ~59!

The crystal fragment energy partitioning will be em
ployed in the final section of this paper to analyze surfac
adsorbate interactions in the CO/Ni~100! chemisorption sys-
tem. The surface layer and underlying ‘‘bulk’’ Ni layers o
the Ni slab model are there treated as separate crystal
ments for the purpose of the analysis. Such a fragment-b
analysis is frequently followed by a more ‘‘localized’’ analy
sis, for example an orbital-by-orbital study. When electing
perform an orbital-based analysis, a fragment crystal orb
~FCO! basis is generally preferable over an atom-localiz
valence orbital basis, in order to maintain the integrity of t
fragment by fragment interaction scheme developed pr
ously. Surface–adsorbate interactions, such as those in
CO/Ni~100! system studied in this paper, are particula
amenable to FCO analysis.

XII. TOTAL ELECTRONIC ENERGY PARTITIONING IN
A FRAGMENT ORBITAL BASIS

The discussions of the preceding sections will now
reformulated in a language of fragment molecular orbit
~FMO’s! and fragment crystal orbitals~FCO’s! for molecular
and extended systems, respectively.

For a molecular system a fragment is defined simply a
subset of all atoms in the molecule, FMO’s for themth frag-
ment $xn

(m) ,neC (m)% being constructed as a linear combin
tion of the valence basis functions associated with the at
belonging to themth fragment,$fn

(m) ,neD (m)%, as given by
-

n

d

–

g-
ed

al
d
e
i-

the

e
s

a

s

xn
(m)5 (

aeD (m)
dan

(m)fa
(m) . ~60!

By analogy with Eq.~1!, the ith wave function for the
molecular system in the FMO basis is written

c i
FMO5 (

FRAGS
j

(
meC ( j )

cm i
( j )xm

( j ) ,

where

^c i
FMOuc i

FMO&51 for all i . ~61!

The total electronic energy for a molecular system~4! be-
comes

Etot5 (
M.O.’s

i

ni H (
FRAGS

j

(
meC ( j )

ucm i
( j )u2 Hmm

j j

1 (
FRAGS

j

(
FRAGS

lÞ j

(
meC ( j )

(
neC ( l )

@cm i
( j )#* cn i

( l ) Hmn
j l J , ~62!

on defining Hmn
j l [^xm

( j )uĤuxn
( l )& and noting that Hmn

j j

5dmnHmm
j j for all fragmentsj such that (m,n) e C ( j ).

Equation~62! is a total molecular electronic energy pa
titioning in a FMO basis and can be expressed as a sum
intra- and interfragment energy contributions, as defined
Eqs.~64! and ~65!, respectively,

Etot5 (
FRAGS

j

FHPj
FMO1

1

2 (
FRAGS

j

(
FRAGS

lÞ j

FHPj l
FMO, ~63!

FHPj
FMO5 (

M.O.’s
i

(
meC ( j )

ni ucm i
( j )u2 Hmm

j j , ~64!

FHPj l
FMO5 (

M.O.’s
i

(
meC ( j )

(
neC ( l )

ni$@cm i
( j )#* cn i

( l ) Hmn
j l

1cm i
( j ) @cn i

( l )#* Hnm
l j %. ~65!

The extended system analog of Eq.~63! is derived from
a crystal fragment orbital~CFO! basis —xm

( j ) being defined
as themth CFO belonging to thejth fragment. Theith crystal
orbital is written as a sum over CFO’s according to

c i
FCO5 (

FRAGS
j

(
meC ( j )

cm i
( j )xm

( j ) , ~66!

C ( j ) being defined as the set of CFO’s belonging to thejth
fragment. The CFO’s belonging to thejth fragment
$xm

( j ) ,meC ( j )% are constructed from the valence basis asso
ated with the jth fragment,D ( j ) and are given by

xm
( j )5 (

aeD ( j )
dam

( j ) fa
( j )

5(
R H (

aeD ( j )
dam

( j ) Ua
( j )~r2R!J eik–R, ~67!

for a Bloch valence basis,$fa
( j )(r ,k)% defined by Eq.~29!.
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The total electronic energy for an extended system~47!
can be partitioned into a sum over on- and off-fragment cr
tal fragment Hamilton populations~CFHP’s!. The on-
fragment energy contribution for thejth fragment in the
home unit cell is defined by Eq.~68! and is analogous to
on-site COHP’s~44! defined with respect to an atom loca
ized valence basis set. Off-fragment energy contributions
tween fragmentsj and l in the home cell, CFHPj l

FMO(0) and
fragmentsj andl in unit cells separated by a lattice vector
CFHPj l

FMO(R) are defined by Eq.~69!. Equation ~69! is
analogous to the off-site COHP defined by Eq.~46!,

CFHPj
FMO~0!5(

keK
(
CO’s

i

Vk ni~k! H (
meC ( j )

(
aeD ( j )

(
beD ( j )

3dam
( j ) dbm

( j ) ucm i
( j )u2 Hab

j j ~0!J , ~68!

CFHPj l
FMO~R!5(

keK
(
CO’s

i

Vk ni~k! H (
meC ( j )

(
neC ( l )

(
aeD ( j )

3 (
beD ( l )

dam
( j ) dbn

( l )
•$@cm i

( j )#* cn i
( l )eik–R Hab

j l ~R!

1cm i
( j )@cn i

( l )#* e2ik–R Hab
j l * ~R!%J , ~69!

whereHab
j l (R)[^Ua

( j )(0)uĤuUb
( l )(R)& for aeD ( j ),beD( l ).

Equation ~70! effects a CFHP total electronic energ
partitioning for an extended system,

Etot5 (
FRAGS

j

CFHPj
FMO~0!1

1

2 (
FRAGS

j

(
FRAGS

lÞ j

CFHPj l
FMO~0!

1 (
ReR1

(
FRAGS

j

(
FRAGS

l

CFHPj l
FMO~R! . ~70!

It is high time for an example.

XIII. A HAMILTON POPULATION STUDY OF BONDING
IN C„232…-CO/Ni„100…

We have used overlap populations for a long time, a
they have proven extremely useful in helping us reach
understanding of bonding across the Periodic Table. Ha
ton populations and energy partitioning are new to us. It w
take some time to develop an idea of how useful this pro
ising tool is. We will see the range and validity of the app
cations in future studies; here we begin by reanalyzin
previously studied system.

Surface–adsorbate interactions have been extens
studied from both an experimental and theoretical standp
in recent decades, yet many aspects of the subject rem
unclear. The CO/Ni~100! system is perhaps the most exte
sively studied metal–CO chemisorption system.5–14 Carbon
monoxide — as donor andp acceptor — is a prototypica
adsorbate for studies of surface–adsorbate interaction. M
surface–CO interactions are traditionally described by thes
to metal forward donation, and metal to 2p backdonation
model proposed by Blyholder23 — an extension to meta
-

e-

d
n
il-
ll
-

a

ly
nt
ain

tal

surfaces of the Dewar–Chatt–Duncanson model of met
ligand organometallic bonding. Within that model, the bon
ing role, if any, of low-lying CO orbitals, specifically the 4s
orbital,24 is not clear. Recent x-ray emission studies of C
chemisorption on the Ni~100! surface by Nilssonet al.5 sug-
gest a bonding role for the CO 4s orbital, in agreement with
the CO 4s bonding role proposed earlier by our group f
CO chemisorption on the M~111! ~M5Ni, Pd, Pt! surfaces25

and the model proposed by Huet al. for CO chemisorption
on the Pd~110! surface.26 These studies are in marked co
trast to the recent theoretical study of CO chemisorption
the Pt~111! surface by Aizawa and Tsuneyuki27 which favors
a simpler Blyholder frontier orbital model of the CO–surfa
interaction. The Hamilton population analyses presented
this section address specifically the relative importance
CO 4s, 5s, and 2p* orbital interactions with the Ni~100!
surface.

Another aspect of the surface–CO interaction which
mains relatively unclear is the relative importance of metas,
p, andd bands in binding CO to the Ni~100! surface.25,28The
dependence of the surface–CO interactions on the natur
the metal surface will be the subject of subsequent Hami
population studies.

A. A model for CO chemisorption on Ni „100…

Following our earlier work,28 the Ni~100! surface is
modeled by a four-layer Ni slab with au5 1

2 coverage of
carbon monoxide on one face of the slab, as illustrated
Fig. 4. All geometrical and computational parameters w
taken from our previous work,28 and are detailed in the Ap
pendix.

Before attempting an analysis of surface–CO inter
tions an appropriate energy partitioning scheme must be c
sen. A Crystal Fragment Hamilton Population~CFHP! analy-
sis @Eqs. ~68!–~70!#, based on the crystal fragmentatio
illustrated in Fig. 5, reduces the problem of analyzi
slab–CO interactions to one of analyzing Ni surfa
layer–CO interactions. ‘‘Bulk’’ Ni–CO interactions accoun
for a mere 0.5% of the total slab–CO interaction.

Figure 6 summarizes the CFHP energy partitioning,
the ‘‘bulk’’–surface–CO crystal fragmentation given in Fig
5. It is instructive to note that ‘‘chemically relevant energ
changes,’’ such as heats of reaction and adsorption, in g
eral are a minor component of the total energy of the syst
The crystal fragment energy partitioning of Fig. 6 illustrat
this, Ni slab–CO interactions accounting for a mere 1.6%
the total energy. This was also true in the fragment ene

FIG. 4. A centered~232! array of CO chemisorbed on the Ni~100! surface
as viewed along the surface normal~c!. The dashed lines indicate the boun
aries of the supercell used to model thec~232!–CO/Ni~100! system.
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partitioning for ethane presented earlier — the strong in
action between two methyl fragments accounted for o
4.7% of the total electronic energy.

B. The role of the CO 4 s orbital in surface–CO
bonding

In order to assess the relative bonding role of the vari
CO molecular orbitals in surface–adsorbate binding, it
necessary to compute the surface–CO COHP’s in a cry
fragment orbital basis. The crystal fragmentation of Fig. 5
used. At this point one can ask: ‘‘How~spatially! localized is
the CO–surface interaction?’’ It will prove instructive to a
dress this question before proceeding further with an anal
of surface–CO interactions.

Let us begin by defining ‘‘surface–CO interaction
within a Hamilton population energy partitioning. Followin
the CFHP energy partitioning of Eq.~70! for a CFO basis,
the total interaction between the Ni surface and thec~232!
layer of chemisorbed CO molecules is given by

ENi-CO5CFHPCO–Ni
FMO ~0!1 (

ReR1
$CFHPCO–Ni

FMO ~R!

1CFHPNi–CO
FMO ~R!%. ~71!

Equation~71! explicitly partitions thec~232! CO–Ni~100!
interaction into the interaction between the Ni surface ato

FIG. 5. The crystal fragmentation scheme within the supercell defining
four-layerc~232!–CO/Ni~100! slab. Ni atoms belonging to the supercell a
shown in black.

FIG. 6. CFHP energy partitioning forc~232!–CO/Ni~100! according to the
crystal fragmentation scheme given in Fig. 5.
r-
y

s
s
tal
s

is

s

and the CO molecule in the home unit cell, CFHPCO–Ni
FMO (0),

intercell interactions between CO in the home cell and the
surface, CFHPCO–Ni

FMO (R) and intercell interactions betwee
the Ni surface atoms in the home cell and thec~232! CO
layer, CFHPNi–CO

FMO (R….
To investigate the Ni surface layer–CO interactions

greater depth consider the 3 surface layer–CO interac
schemes given in Fig. 7, subsequently referred to
surface–CO bonding models A, B, and C.

Model A refers to the interaction between the comple
Ni surface layer and the chemisorbed CO layer. Thus
surface–CO interaction calculated using model A,ENi–CO

A

5ENi-CO as defined by Eq.~71!.
Models B and C utilize a subdivision of the Ni surfac

layer into two crystal fragments containing, respective
those surface Ni atoms directly bonded and not direc
bonded to a chemisorbed CO molecule.

The surface–CO interaction for model B is defined
Eq. ~72!. The interaction has two distinct components,
subset of the chemisorbed CO molecules in thec~232! layer
interacting with~1! a single Ni surface atom (Nia ) bound
directly to a chemisorbed CO molecule;~2! the four Ni sur-
face atoms (Nib’s! adjacent to Nia,

ENi–CO
B 5CFHPCO–Nia

FMO ~0!1CFHPCO–Nib
FMO ~0!

1(
ReG

$CFHPCO–Nib
FMO ~R!1CFHPNib–CO

FMO ~R!%.

~72!

In addition to the home unit cell, the CO molecules and Nib’s
included in the model are found in supercellsG5$@1,0#
@0,1#@1,1#% indexed with respect to supercell vectorsa
1b) and (b2a). The surface vectorsa andb are defined in
Fig. 4. The final term in Eq.~72! accounts for less than 0.0
eV of surface–CO interaction and is thus dropped from

e

FIG. 7. Surface–CO bonding models forc~232!-CO/Ni~100!. Model „A…,
the chemisorbedc~232!CO layer interacting with the full Ni~100! surface
layer. Only the CO molecule in the home unit cell is shown.Model „B…, a
chemisorbed CO molecule interacting with the nearest and next ne
neighbor Ni atoms (Nia and Nib’s, respectively!. Model „C…, a single
chemisorbed CO molecule interacting with the single nearest neighbor a
of the surface (Nia). Thep~232!R45° supercell is shown dashed.
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analysis. Thus the surface–CO interaction in model B is
fectively between a single chemisorbed CO molecule of
c~232! layer and the five closest Ni surface atoms, and
given by Eq.~73!,

ENi–CO
B 5CFHPCO–Nia

FMO ~0!1CFHPCO–Nib
FMO ~0!

1(
ReG

CFHPCO–Nib
FMO ~R!. ~73!

Finally, surface–CO bonding model C describes the
teraction between a chemisorbed CO molecule and
single, nearest neighbor Ni surface atom. Thus
surface–CO interaction calculated using model C is given
the first term in Eq.~73!. It should be noted that surface–C
bonding model C is distinct from a linear triatomic Ni–C
‘‘cluster’’ bonding model, for in the case of model C, th
nickel valence orbitals are dispersed throughout thes, p, and
d bands of the Ni slab. Metal–carbonyl bonding on surfa
and in molecular species will be contrasted in a later sect

Table IV summarizes the contributions of the CO m
lecular orbitals to surface–CO interaction for bonding mo
els A, B, and C. An orbital-by-orbital comparison of the C
molecular orbital contributions to surface–CO bonding
models A, B, and C reveals that only the CO 5s and 2p*
contributions vary significantly between models A, B, and
The ;0.25 eV reduction in CO~5s!–surface interaction on
going from a completely delocalized bonding picture~model
A! to a local bonding picture~model C! corresponds to a
reduction of;2% in the magnitude of surface–COs inter-
actions. The corresponding change in surface–COp interac-

TABLE IV. CFHP analysis of surface–CO bonding for the surface–C
bonding models given in Fig. 7. All values are given in units of eV.

CO Surface–CO bonding model
orbital A B C

3s 0.16 0.17 0.13
4s 22.24 22.25 22.31
1p 0.27 0.26 0.22
5s 28.32 28.34 28.06
2p 25.71 25.70 24.96
6s 20.03 20.03 20.03
f-
e
s

-
e

e
y

s
n.
-
-

.

tions is somewhat more substantial at;13%. On the basis of
this modest decrease in surface–COs interactions,we con-
clude that surface–CO s interactions can be modeled ad
equately by a localized surface–CO bonding modelsuch as
model C.

At this point it is convenient to introduce the concept
a ‘‘crystal orbital displacement~COD!’’ developed previ-
ously by Ruiz, Alvarez, and co-workers.29 COD is defined as
the energy-resolved change in the crystal density of st
resulting from a structural change. The COD can be pa
tioned orbital-by-orbital or FMO-by-FMO.

In this work we are interested in the changes in el
tronic structure on adsorbing CO on the Ni~100! surface.
Consider the CO 4s molecular orbital. The 4s COD is de-
fined as the difference between the 4s DOS in thec~232!-
CO/Ni~100! chemisorption system and the 4s DOS for the
c~232! CO array in the absence of the Ni~100! surface. We
define our 4s COD in such a way that a positive contributio
to the COD represents a buildup of 4s DOS on binding CO
to the nickel surface. The 4s COD is given in Fig. 8.

Note the positive–negative feature in the 4s COD at
;217 eV in Fig. 8. This is the COD signature of a stabili
ing orbital interaction — the 4s DOS in the composite sys
tem appears at lower energy. A much smaller feature can

FIG. 8. The crystal orbital displacement~COD! curves for the CO 4s and
5s orbitals. COD5DOS@c~232!–CO/Ni~100!#–DOS@c~232!-CO#.
d

FIG. 9. Surface–4s COHP plots for
surface„a… s, „b… ps , and„c… ds bands
within bonding modelC. COHP inte-
grations are represented by dotte
lines.
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seen in the 4s COD at ;213 eV. This feature of the 4s
COD is a result of 4s mixing into the CO 5s-dominated
band for the composite system, which is itself identified
the positive component of the positive–negative 5s COD
feature at;213 eV shown in Fig. 8. A significant mixing o
the CO 4s and 5s states for the CO/Pt~111! chemisorption
system was recently noted in the density functional study
Aizawa and Tsuneyuki.27

In order to assess the character and magnitude of
surface–4s interaction, the surfaces, ps , and ds –CO 4s
COHP’s were calculated and are shown in Fig. 9.

As can be seen from Fig. 9 there are two major contri
tors to each of the surfaces, ps , andds –4s COHP’s. The
principal contributor is the stabilizing surface–4s interaction
described by the positive–negative 4s COD feature at
;217 eV, which results in relatively large negative cont
butions to the COHP integration curves in Fig. 9.

The much less significant 4s COD feature — a small
positive COD at;213 eV — also contributes significantl
to the surface–4s COHP, this time in a destabilizing way a
indicated by the positive contributions to the surfaces, ps ,
andds –4s COHP’s in Fig. 9.

The total surface–4s COHP ~within bonding model C!
is defined as the sum of the surfaces, ps , andds –4s CO-
HP’s. The magnitude of each is given by the energy~on the
horizontal axis! corresponding to the point of intersection
the COHP integration curve and the Fermi level – indica
by the dashed line in Fig. 9.

The reduction in surface–4s bonding due to 4s mixing
into the higher lying 5s band is obtained by integrating th
surfaces, ps , and ds –4s COHP’s over the energy rang
containing the 5s band~approximately212 eV through214
eV!. The Ni s, p, andd contributions to the total surface–4s
COHP are given in Table V along with the ‘‘5s band inte-
grations’’ — the surfaces, ps , andds –4s COHP contribu-
tions for the energy range spanning the 5s band.

Clearly if estimates of surface–adsorbate bonding
ergy are required, a bonding model must explicitly inclu
the 4s CO orbital. The 4s orbital accounts for;22% of the
total sigma bonding contribution to surface–CO binding~see
Table IV!. An orbital occupation analysis ofs CO–metal
charge donation and metal–2p* backdonation~see Table VI!
suggests that metal–2p* backdonation dominates, resultin
in a flow of charge from the Ni surface to the adsorbed C
molecules. On adsorbing CO on the Ni surface, CO acqu
a net charge of20.25 e, and the charge on the Ni surfac
atoms bonded directly to adsorbed CO is reduced by 0.7e,
resulting in a net charge of10.63 e. The charge on the N

TABLE V. Surfaces, ps , andds-CO~4s! COHP’s for surface–CO bond
ing model C, along with the corresponding partial surface–CO 4s COHP’s
obtained by integrating through the 5s band only~approximately212 eV
through214 eV!.

Surface Surface–4s COHP/eV
band Total COHP 5s band integration

s 21.43 1.50
ps 20.58 0.65
ds 20.30 0.67
s

f

he

-

d

-

s

surface atoms not directly bonded to adsorbed CO decre
marginally from 20.17 e to 20.06 e. The balance of the
charge lost by the Ni surface atoms is accommodated in
underlying Ni ‘‘bulk’’ layers.

Despite being responsible for;25% of s CO–metal
charge donation, the 4s orbital does not appreciably reduc
the significance of metal–2p* backdonation. Thus we think
the frontier orbital surface–CO interaction model introduc
by Blyholder23 provides a reasonable model, if one focus
on net surface to CO electron flow. However, even within
extended Hu¨ckel framework, application of the Blyholde
model in a quantitative fashion will result in an overestima
of charge flow from the surface to the adsorbed CO m
ecules, and will underestimate surface–CO binding
;15%. A four orbital basis on CO, consisting of the 4s, 5s,
and 2p* MO’s is needed to adequately model surface–C
interactions. Figure 10 schematically illustrates the inter
tion between the Ni~100! surface and ac~232! adsorbed
layer of CO molecules for the proposed four orbital CO b
sis.

C. A role for the CO „1p… orbitals in surface–CO
bonding?

Surface–CO bonding models utilizing a 4s, 1p, 5s, and
2p* basis on CO were recently proposed by Nilssonet al.5,30

on the basis of an x-ray emission study of surface–adsor
interactions in the CO/Ni~100! and N2/Ni~100! chemisorp-
tion systems. Selective probing of the carbon and oxyg
x-ray emission spectra — which are dominated by
2p→1s transition, resulted in previously unidentified featur
in the ‘‘d-band region’’ just below the Fermi level. A ‘‘sym
metry resolved’’ x-ray analysis — which permits resolutio
of s andp spectral components resulting from2p→1s tran-
sitions fromp-states directed normal and parallel to the me
surface respectively, revealed that the additional x-ray f
tures in thed-band region were of ‘‘p symmetry.’’ Further,
carbon and oxygen localized features — which are to a la
extent mutually exclusive — were observed in thed-band
region with maxima at;2 eV and;5 eV below the Fermi
level respectively. Nilssonet al.5,30 proposed 1p–2p* mix-
ing to account for these features.

In our analysis~see Table IV!, we do not observe a
significant bonding role for the CO~1p! orbitals. However,

TABLE VI. Orbital occupation analysis forc~232!–CO/Ni~100!.

Changes in CO orbital occupations

D4s 20.12
D5s 20.38
D2p 0.75

Changes in surface atom orbital occupations
Ni bound to CO Ni without CO

Ds 20.04 20.03
Dps 0.17 0.01
Dpp 0.04 0.02
Dds 20.50 0.00
Ddp 20.48 20.02
Ddd 0.02 20.07
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FIG. 10. Surface–CO interaction diagram for thec~2
32!–CO/Ni~100! chemisorption system. Major and mi
nor bonding contributions are denoted by solid a
dashed lines, respectively.
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we will take this opportunity to investigate the extent
1p–2p* mixing for the CO/Ni~100! chemisorption system.

Consider the CO~1p! and CO~2p* !–surface COHP’s
given in Fig. 11. The surface–CO~1p! COHP has two note-
worthy features:~1! A stabilizing surface–1p interaction at
;214 eV worth;20.13 eV, and~2! Metal dp –CO(1p)
destabilizing interactions dispersed throughout thed-band re-
gion ~;212 eV through28 eV! worth ;0.35 eV.

What do the states withp symmetry in thed-band region
look like? From the surface–CO bonding schematic, Fig.
we see that Ni–CO~2p* ! bonding interactions give rise t
thep states in thed-band region. The Ni–CO~2p* ! bonding
states can be clearly identified in the d-band region of
surface–CO~2p* ! COHP ~Fig. 11!. The Ni–CO~2p* ! anti-
bonding interactions shown schematically in Fig. 10 can a
be clearly distinguished in the surface–CO~2p* ! COHP at
;27 eV.

To address the question of 1p–2p* mixing we must
focus on the states ofp symmetry in thed-band region; these
are surface–CO states with 1p and 2p* contributions. As we
have just noted, these states are formally bonding with
spect to the nickel surface and the CO~2p* ! levels. The rela-
tive magnitudes of the surface–CO~1p! and
surface–CO~2p* ! COHP’s shown in Fig. 11 indicate tha
surface–CO~1p! interactions are an order of magnitud
weaker than surface–CO~2p* ! interactions; thus we choos

FIG. 11. Surface–CO~1p! and surface–CO~2p* ! COHP’s for the CO/
Ni~100! chemisorption system.
,

e

o

e-

to consider the surface–1p interaction a perturbation on th
surface–2p* interaction. Hence we arrive at the three ba
mixing model of surface–COp interactions illustrated sche
matically in Fig. 12.

The three band mixing model results in two CO dom
nated bands — the low-lying 1p band, which is Ni–CO
bonding and the high-lying, Ni–CO antibonding, 2p* band.
The Ni–CO~2p* ! bonding states we find in thed-band re-
gion are predominantly metal in character. The extent
1p–2p* mixing in these mainly metald-bands was assesse
by analyzing contour plots of thep bands. A small carbon to
oxygen ‘‘polarization’’ was noted on moving down throug
thep bands in thed-band region, as illustrated schematica
in Fig. 12.

As noted by Nilsson30 the three orbital interaction
scheme is a general feature of orbital interactions, noth
specific to this problem. The archetypal case might be
construction of thep orbitals of the allyl system from thos
of ethylene and ap-orbital on a third carbon atom, illustrate
in Fig. 13.

The lowest orbital~p! mixes into itself thep-orbital in a
bonding way. The highest orbital (p* ) is destabilized by
out-of-phase mixing with thep-orbital. Thep-orbital mixes
into itself both p ~in an antibonding way! and p* ~in a
bonding way!. The energy of this middle orbital is un
changed to a first approximation, but its shape~polarization!
is dramatically affected, in a predictable way.16,31

In the surface case the role ofp is played by 1p of CO,
the role of p* by 2p* and the role of thep-orbital by a
surface Nid orbital. The various orbitals are spread out in
bands of course, and the surfaced band in particular is broad
The mixing of 1p and 2p* into the d band is variable, but

FIG. 12. A three band mixing model of surface–COp interactions for the
CO/Ni~100! chemisorption system.
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can be understood in detail. Mixing of the 1p ~which is
concentrated on the oxygen atom of CO! into the d band
increases towards the bottom of thed band and mixing of the
2p* ~concentrated on carbon! increases towards the top o
the d band.

Could this carbon to oxygen polarization on descend
through thed-band be responsible for the carbon and oxyg
centeredp features noted by Nilssonet al.?5 The carbon and
oxygen centeredp features observed by Nilssonet al. in the
d-band region are presumably a result of2p→1s transitions.
Thus on projecting the C(pp) and O(pp) DOS we expect to
observe essentially mutual exclusivity in thed-band region.
The C(pp) and O(pp) projected DOS curves are given
Fig. 14.

Clearly, on examination of Fig. 14, we cannot partitio
the d-band region into C(pp) and O(pp) dominated blocks.
Thus we conclude that, based on the results of our exten
Hückel treatment of surface–CO interactions, 1p–2p* mix-
ing is neither significant, nor is it responsible for the carb
and oxygen localizedp features observed by Nilssonet al. in
the d-band region.

D. Nickel s, p, and d band contributions to CO/
Ni„100… bonding

The relative importance of metals, p, and d bands in
binding CO to transition metal surfaces is not, in gene
well defined. A previous extended Hu¨ckel study from our
group25 on the CO/M~111! ~M5Ni,Pd,Pt! chemisorption sys-
tems concluded that for CO adsorption at the on-top s
interaction of the CO 5s band with the metal s andps bands

FIG. 13. A three orbital mixing model for the formation of the allylp
molecular orbitals from those of ethylene and the unhybridizedp-orbital of
CH2.
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dominates. The significance of the CO 5s band for
surface–CO interactions is clear from Table IV.

The nickels, ps , andds COD curves provide a visua
measure of the extent to which the surface s,ps , and ds

states mix into the CO 4s and 5s dominated bands at;217
eV and;213 eV illustrated in the schematic surface–C
bonding scheme of Fig. 10. We define the nickels, ps , and
dsCOD’s to be the nickels, ps , andds projections of the
total DOS difference between thec~232!–CO/Ni~100!
chemisorption system and the clean Ni~100! slab. The nickel
s, ps , and ds COD’s are given in Fig. 15. The nickels,
psandds contributions to the predominantly CO 4s and 5s
bands at;217 eV and;213 eV can be clearly seen.

Some additional, qualitative information about the n
ture of the surface–CO interaction can be directly deriv
from the COD integrations in Fig. 15. The principal featu
of interest is the reduction inds DOS below the Fermi leve
on binding CO to the surface. This is due tods –COs inter-
action, which results in the surfaceds band being pushed
partially above the Fermi level.

Table VII summarizes surface–CO 4s, 5s, and 2p*
interactions for surface–CO bonding modelA with respect
to a Ni $s, ps , pp , ds , dp% basis. The metaldd orbitals are
omitted from the analysis since they account for less th
0.005%~;0.05 eV! of the total surface–CO$4s, 5s, 2p* %
interaction.

FIG. 14. Projected DOS curves for the carbon and oxygenpp basis func-
tions; p orbitals oriented parallel to the Ni surface.
FIG. 15. Nickel„a… s, „b… ps and „c…
ds COD’s for surface–CO bonding
modelC. The dotted lines correspond
to COD integrations.
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Clearly metals, p, and d bands all contribute signifi-
cantly to surface–CO bonding. That bonding, in the case
CO chemisorbed on-top on the Ni~100! surface, may best be
described as CO 4s and 5s orbitals interacting with ansp
dominatedspd hybrid metal band, thus refining the C
~5s!–metalds forward donation proposed by the Blyhold
model.23 Surface–COp backdonation is quite well describe
by the metaldp – CO(2p* ) Blyholder backdonation model
metal dp states accounting for;80% of the surface–CO
~2p* ! interaction.

XIV. A SURFACE–MOLECULE BINDING ANALOGY

In this section an analogy will be drawn betwe
nickel–CO binding in thec~232!–CO/Ni~100! chemisorp-
tion system and the hypothetical 18 electron comp
@H5NiCO#2. Such surface–molecule bonding analogies
low for the construction of logical bridges between see
ingly widely differing subject areas such as surface scie
and organometallic chemistry. This system in particular
been used in this context earlier.2 As will be shown in this
section, the analogy between CO bonding to the Ni~100!
surface and Ni–CO bonding in@H5NiCO#2 is by no means
just a theoretical construct — many qualitative and quant
tive aspects of Ni–CO bonding in@H5NiCO#2 are repro-
duced for CO chemisorbed on the Ni~100! surface.

We begin the discussion of Ni–CO bonding
@H5NiCO#2 by examining the interaction between the squ

FIG. 16. Principal orbital interactions between the@H5Ni#2 and CO frag-
ments in@H5NiCO#2.

TABLE VII. Surfaces, p, andd band contributions to surface–CO$4s, 5s,
2p* % interactions for surface–adsorbate bonding modelA. All values are
given in units of eV.

Nickel CO orbital
band 4s 5s 2p

s 21.43 24.19 20.38
ps 20.58 22.58 20.08
ds 20.30 21.47 20.02
pp 0.04 0.00 20.56
dp 0.00 20.04 24.50
f

x
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e

pyramidal @NiH5#
2 fragment and the carbonyl ligand. Th

principal interactions between the fragments are illustra
schematically in Fig. 16.

As shown in Fig. 16,s interaction between the@NiH5#
2

and CO fragments is dominated by the LUMO on@NiH5#
2

— a low-lying s acceptor function.p interaction between
the fragments is dominated by Ni(dp) –CO(2p* ) interac-
tions, in agreement with the conclusions of previous disc
sions onp interactions between the Ni~100! surface and
chemisorbed CO.

An analysis of the changes in CO and Ni orbital occ
pations on forming@H5NiCO#2 from @NiH5#

2 and CO is
summarized in Table VIII and largely parallels the analy
for CO on Ni~100! given in Table VI.

There exists, however, one significant difference b
tween the orbital occupation analyses for@H5NiCO#2 and
CO on Ni~100!. As can be seen from Fig. 15, the Nids band
for the Ni~100! surface~which is filled in the absence of CO
chemisorbed on the surface!, is partially raised above the
Fermi level on binding CO to the surface. Thus the occ
pancy of the Nids band is reduced by 0.5 electrons o
binding CO to the Ni surface. In contrast, the occupancy
the Ni ds state increases on forming@H5NiCO#2 from
@NiH5#

2 and CO fragments. In@NiH5#
2 the Ni ds orbital is

concentrated in the LUMO~see Fig. 16!. Thus the occupancy
of the Ni ds orbital increases via mixing of the LUMO on
the @NiH5#

2 fragment with both the CO 4s and 5s orbitals.
Table IX contrasts the contributions of the CO orbitals

Ni–CO interactions for both molecular@H5NiCO#2 and CO
chemisorbed on a Ni~100! surface.

Clearly, the relative contributions of the CO orbitals
Ni–CO interaction in molecular@H5NiCO#2 parallel those
for CO chemisorbed on the Ni~100! surface, as measured b
the fragment Hamilton populations. Table X details the co

TABLE VIII. Orbital occupation analysis for@H5NiCO#2.

Changes in CO orbital occupations

D4s 20.12
D5s 20.41
D2p 0.52

Changes in Ni orbital occupations

Ds 20.02 Dds 0.34
Dps 0.20 Ddp 20.48
Dpp 20.02 Ddd 0.00

TABLE IX. CO orbital contributions to Ni–CO interaction for molecula
@H5NiCO#2 andc~232!–CO/Ni~100! within surface–CO bonding modelC.

Ni–CO FHP/eV

CO orbital CO/Ni~100! @H5NiCO]2

3s 0.13 0.14
4s 22.31 22.13
1p 0.22 0.28
5s 28.06 27.78
2p 24.96 24.47
6s 20.03 20.02
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tributions of the Nis, ps , ds , pp , anddp orbitals to Ni–CO
bonding in @H5NiCO]2. Comparison of the relative Nis,
ps , andds state contributions to Ni–CO~4s, 5s! bonding
in @H5NiCO#2 with those given in Table VII for CO on
Ni~100! reveals a reduction in the Ni~s! contribution to
Ni–CO ~4s, 5s! bonding in@H5NiCO#2 by approximately
60% with respect to CO chemisorbed on Ni~100!. Further,
the Ni(ds) contribution to Ni–CO bonding in@H5NiCO#2 is
increased with respect to CO on Ni~100! by approximately
50%.

The changes in Nis, ps , andds contributions to Ni–CO
~4s,5s! bonding can be rationalized by contrasting the Ns,
ps , andds molecular orbital displacements~MOD’s! – the
molecular analog of COD, for the formation of@H5NiCO#2

from @NiH5#
2 and CO fragments with those for CO o

Ni~100! given in Fig. 15. The Nis, ps , andds contributions
to the CO 4s and 5s bands at;217 eV and;213 eV,
respectively, for CO on Ni~100! can be clearly distinguishe
in Fig. 15. The corresponding Nis, ps , andds MOD’s for
the formation of@H5NiCO#2 from @NiH5#

2 and CO frag-
ments are given in Fig. 17.

A FMO-by-FMO decomposition of the total@H5NiCO#2

DOS for the fragmentation into@NiH5#
2 and CO fragments

~not shown! reveals that the CO 5s orbital is concentrated in
a molecular state at;213 eV ~stateII in Fig. 17!. The CO
4s orbital is distributed approximately evenly between tw
molecular states at;216 eV and;218 eV resulting from
the interaction of the totally symmetric combination
nickel and hydrogens orbitals on the@NiH5#

2 fragment
~FMO A in Fig. 17! with the 4s CO orbital. The filled 4s
state at;216 eV, which is formally antibonding with re
spect to the@NiH5#

2 and CO fragments, is responsible f

TABLE X. Ni s, p, andd band contributions to Ni–CO$4s, 5s, 2p* % in-
teractions for@H5NiCO#2. All values are given in units of eV.

Nickel CO orbital
orbital 4s 5s 2p

s 20.33 21.86 0.00
ps 20.83 23.13 0.00
ds 20.98 22.78 0.00
pp 0.00 0.00 20.11
dp 0.00 0.00 24.35
the reduction in the Ni~s! component of Ni–CO~4s! interac-
tion by ;1.1 eV with respect to the21.43 eV Ni~s!–4s
COHP for CO on Ni~100!.

Despite a significant reduction in Ni~s!–CO~4s! interac-
tion, the majority ~;66%; ;2.3 eV! of the reduction in
Ni~s!–CO s bonding is attributable to the CO 5s orbital.
Ni–CO s interactions in@H5NiCO#2 are dominated by the
interaction of the 5s CO orbital with the LUMO for the
@NiH5#

2 fragment — a low-lying s acceptor function~see
Fig. 16!. The LUMO of the@NiH5#

2 fragment is essentially
ds in character with a minorps contribution (ps : ds ratio
;1:5!. The lack of Ni~s! participation in Ni–CO~5s interac-
tion for @H5NiCO#2 is in marked contrast to the case of C
chemisorbed on the Ni~100! surface and is the primary facto
behind the reduction in the Ni~s! component of Ni–COs
bonding. A comparison of the Nips andds contributions to
Ni–CO~4s! and Ni–CO~5s! bonding for CO/Ni~100! and
@H5NiCO#2 ~Tables VII and X, respectively! indicates that
Ni–CO~5s! interaction also accounts for 66% of the increa
in Ni( ps , ds) –CO interaction for@H5NiCO#2 over CO/
Ni~100!. The buildup of Nips and ds DOS resulting from
the Ni–CO~5s! interaction in @H5NiCO#2 can be clearly
seen in the CO 5s-dominated molecular state at;213 eV
~II ! in Fig. 17.

XV. CONCLUSIONS

Hamilton population and overlap population analyses
proposed as complementary tools for analysis of chem
bonding in both molecular and extended structures of 1, 2
3 dimensions. The electron partitioning of the Mulliken ove
lap population analysis — which focuses on a partitioning
electrons between the atomic centers defining the system
recast in an ‘‘atom-bond’’~or ‘‘on-site,’’ ‘‘off-site’’ ! format.
Individual overlap populations are assigned to either a s
cific atom or to the ‘‘bond’’ between a pair of atoms in th
molecule or unit cell.

A Hamilton population partitioning of the total elec
tronic energy has been shown to correspond to an ‘‘ene
weighted’’ overlap population analysis of electron distrib
tion. Hence when the Mulliken overlap population analysis
recast in the aforementioned atom-bond format, chemic
intuitive atom and fragment based energy partitioni
o

FIG. 17. Ni „a… s, „b… ps , and„c… ds

MOD’s for the formation of
@H5NiCO#2 from @NiH5#

2 and CO
fragments. The Ni contributions to the
4s ~I ! and 5s ~II ! molecular states are
principally derived from the totally
symmetrics stateA and thepd s ac-
ceptor functionB of @NiH5#

2, respec-
tively. The dotted lines correspond t
COD integrations.
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schemes can be derived and are illustrated in this work
both molecular and extended systems.

The application of Hamilton population analysis to t
study of Ni–CO interactions in thec~232!–CO/Ni~100!
chemisorption system serves to illustrate the utility of ene
partitioning in addressing aspects of the Ni–CO interact
which are not amenable to overlap population analysis.
use of a surface–adsorbate fragmentation and a fragm
crystal orbital basis proved particularly useful. A significa
bonding role for the relatively low-lying CO 4s orbital is
proposed, both for CO chemisorbed ‘‘on-top’’ on th
Ni~100! surface and for a molecular@H5NiCO#2 model, the
discrete analogue of the CO/Ni~100! chemisorption system.

Hamilton population analysis of the Nis, p, andd band
contributions to Ni–CO interaction for CO chemisorbed
the Ni~100! surface results in thes component of the inter-
action being described as CO interacting with ansp domi-
nated spd Ni s band. Thus the metalds –CO s bonding
model proposed by Blyholder23 for CO chemisorption on
transition metal surfaces needs to be modified somewha

We suspect that the full utility of Hamilton populatio
analysis as a theoretical tool for analyzing chemical bond
remains to be demonstrated. Further studies utilizing Ham
ton population analysis are currently underway in our gro
include, comparative studies of CO chemisorption on p
and alloyed transition metal surfaces32 and hydrocarbon
bonding to platinum surfaces.33
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APPENDIX

All calculations are of the extended Hu¨ckel-type and
were performed with the YAeHMOP package.34,35 A double
z expansion was used for the Nid-orbitals. The extended
Hückel parameters used in this study are detailed in Table

TABLE XI. Extended Hückel parameters used in this study.

Atom Orbital Hii /eV z1 z2 c1 c2

H 1s 213.600 1.300
F 2s 240.000 2.425

2p 218.100 2.425
Cl 3s 226.300 2.183

3p 214.200 1.733
Br 4s 222.100 2.588

4p 213.100 2.131
Pt 6s 29.077 2.554

6p 25.475 2.554
5d 212.590 6.013 2.696 0.6334 0.551

Ni 4s 27.800 2.100
4p 23.700 2.100
3d 29.900 5.750 2.000 0.5683 0.629

C 2s 218.200 1.630
2p 29.500 1.630

O 2s 229.600 2.270
2p 213.600 2.270
r
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— the parameters for Ni, C, and O being taken directly fro
our previous study.28

The bond lengths 0.91 Å, 1.28 Å, and 1.61 Å, respe
tively, for the hydrogen halides HX~X5F, Cl, Br! were
obtained from the CRC Handbook.36 All bond lengths for the
study of thec~232!–CO/Ni~100! chemisorption system wer
taken from a previous study;28 C–O distance 1.15 Å, Ni–C
distance 1.80 Å, and Ni–Ni distance~fcc lattice! 2.49 Å. An
inter-slab separation of 10 Å was used to eliminate slab–s
interactions.

A manually generated set of 32k-points was used to
sample the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone for t
c~232!–CO/Ni~100! system defined by 0,ka<(p/2), 0
,kb<(p/2), 2(p/2),kc<(p/2) for a tetragonal p~2
32!R45° supercell defined with respect to the in-surface v
tors a andb as illustrated in Fig. 4.

The Ni–C and C–O distances used in the study
@H5NiCO#2 were as for thec~232!–CO/Ni~100! study. The
Ni–H distance of 1.57 Å was calculated to be the sum of
nickel and hydrogen covalent radii obtained from the onl
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